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ABSTRACT: Drought studies in different stages carried out from 39th day to 52nd day of plant age in natural 
conditions in four cultivable red gram genotypes.  Among them PRG58 is showing drought resistant when induced 
drought stress and the remaining three cultivars are drought sensitive. The physiological parameters such as PN, gs, E 
and Ci were measured and IRGA-LICOR and chlorophyll content with SPAD meter. The same PRG58 cultivar 
showing drought resistant against three sensitive cultivars. It is concluded that PRG58 is drought resistant cultivar. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Photosynthesis is key process occurs in green plants, whether lower or higher plants occurring in oceans or on land as 
well as in photosynthetic bacteria (Taiz and Zeiger 2010; Pal et al 2012).  The stress environment such as salinity, 
drought, and high temperature (heat) caused alterations in a wide range of physiological, biochemical and molecular 
process in plants.  Photosynthesis is severely affected by such stresses.  Since the mechanism of photosynthesis 
involves various components including photosynthetic pigments, ETS and CO2 reduction pathways any change at any 
level caused by a stress may reduce the overall photosynthetic capacity of green plants (Ashiaf and Harris 2013).  
Diffusive resistance of stomata to co2 entry is probably the main factor limiting the photosynthesis (Boyer 1970).  
The effects of droughts and salt stress have been examined in various stresses tolerant and stress sensitive crops 
(Cheesmen 1988) in red gram.  Finding efficient resistant genotype and understanding the mechanisms to tolerate 
periods of water deficient having goals to plant physiologists.  In the present study I tried to assess the drought 
tolerance capacity based on drought resistant studies, PN rate and associated parameters in four red gram cultivars 
differing in sensitivity to drought stress. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Four red gram cultivars i.e. PRG 58, TRG33, BRG2 and LRG30 have been sown in earthen pots containing 4.5 kg air 
dried red loamy soil in 1.5 kg sand in 3:1 portion.  Plants were grown 38 days under natural photo period in controlled 
conditions in botanical garden.  Pots of each cultivar have been divided into 8 replicates in a complete randomized 
block design.  Among the 8 pots of cultivars first four cultivars have been imposed to vegetative stage drought by 
withholding water and remaining four cultivars meant for terminal stage drought (Flowering stage drought).  In each 
variety the four cultivable varieties are imposed vegetative drought stress among them the first serial number cultivar 
is maintained as control, the remaining genotypes were maintained as treated from 39th day to 44th day of the plant age 
in each cultivar.  The same is repeated during anthesis stage by withholding water from 51st to 57th day of plant age.  
The experimental values are collected for the treated periods of the red gram plants.  After the treatment the drought 
induced plants have been recovered. 
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RESULTS 
Photosynthetic measurements have been taken by portable gas exchange measuring system (IRGA-LICOR 6400-20).  
The values are recorded from 9am to 11am hours under the irradiance 100±µ mol temperature 32± 2oc ambient CO2 
concentration in 335 to 340 µ mol under relative humidity of 70% chlorophyll content was measured with SPAD 
meter said atmospheric conditions. 

Table 1: photosynthesis 
PARAMETERS PN gs Ci E RWC W U E chl 

CONTROLE 0.512238 0.444762 138.9524 0.444762 0.06747 1.379524 2.704286 
V.D 0.448571 0.411905 148.0476 0.422381 0.02619 1.345238 2.364286 
F.D 0.43581 0.38581 158.0952 0.420952 0.01485 1.139048 2.208095 
CD 0.001717 0.001304 61.72358 0.001318 0.00213 0.002133 0.104894 

 
Table 2: photosynthesis of varieties 

VARIETIES PN gs C i E RWC W U E chl 
PRG-58 1.269833 1.117 375.8333 1.185 0.08483 3.551667 6.781667 
TRG-33 1.245 1.108333 384.1667 1.165 0.08 3.418333 6.516667 
BRG-2 1.213333 1.083333 392.3333 1.101667 0.1116 3.293333 6.095 
LRG-30 1.16 1.04 405.5 1.056667 0.1033 3.26 6.075 

CD 0.006869 0.005215 246.8943 0.000988 0.0058 0.008532 0.419575 
      

 
Figure 1: Total internal co2 concentration 

 

Figure 2: Transpiration 
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Figure 3: Water Use Efficiency 

 

 

Figure 4: Chlorophyll 

 
PN decreased with increasing drought stress in all four red gram cultivars PN decrease was large in BRG 2, TRG33, 
LRG30 and less in PRG58 in accordance with ANNOVA results.  GS value increased with increasing drought stress 
the less GS value decrease observed in PRG 58.  The decrease in the transpiration rate (E) was also observed in four 
cultivars but E values less decreased in PRG58. When compared to other inter cellular co2 concentration values (CI), 
CI values are high in 3 cultivars but it is less in PRG 58. 
Leaf area and chlorophyll content were decreased in four genotypes under drought stress but its less decrease was 
observed in PRG58.   
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DISCUSSION   
Photosynthesis is the central dogma of plant carbohydrate metabolism. It directly influences the growth and 
productivity of crop plants. Photosynthesis and gas exchange of leaves are affected by many stresses including 
drought, salinity, flooding, chilling, high temperature, soil composition and inadequate nutrition. 
Water stress is one of the major environmental constraints which limit photosynthesis and consequently productivity 
in plants. Reduction in plant growth due to stress is often associated with decreasing photosynthetic activity which is 
revealed by Cronic et al., 1992. Water stress reduced the yield is through reduction of photosynthetic surface area and 
also the reduction of photosynthetic rate per unit leaf area.  
The decrease in photosynthetic assimilation in angiosperm plant species have been demonstration in many plant 
species. It is one of the indices to determine the genotypic tolerance to drought. A positive correlation was established 
with decreased photosynthetic rate and drought toleranance potential in wheat genotype (Sai ram 1994). 
The same was observed in mulberry (Ramamjulu et al., 2002 and Thimma naik et al., 2002). The decreased in PN 
under drought stress was accompanied by decrease in corboxylation effiency in four red gram cultivars. In the present 
study when compared to control PN decrease was large in treated plants. Never the less PN decreased was less in 
PRG58 the reasons attributed are stomatal closure and reduction of carboxylation efficiency. The cultivar variation of 
PN of stressed crop plants was evidenced from studies of Kicha et al., 1994. 
The stomatal conductance is one of the first responses of soil drying and parallel decline in photosynthesis. When the 
water status in leaf failed below a threshold value, stomata respond by closing, with the consequent reduction in 
transpiration as well as co2 reduction. In the present study when compared to controlled plants, the drought induced 
have shown less stomatal conduction. In agreement of this among the four cultivars PRG58 has shown the high 
decrease in stomatal conductance  
Intercellular co2 concentration (Ci) is non stomatal limitation under water stress. A decline in photosynthesis due to 
changes in Ci has been absorbed in chloroplast under water stress conditions. A significant increase in Ci has been 
absorbed in water stress due to decrease in carboxylation effiency. When compared to controlled plants the treated 
have shown the rise in Ci value. Among the treated PRG58 has shown significant reduction in Ci values. The 
occurrence of increased Ci values at reduced stomatal conduction under water stress condition is an indication of 
mesophyll limitation to photosynthesis, which ultimately decreased the carboxyation efficiency.  
Transpiration (E) is the result of interaction of environmental factors under stress E declined along with PN, gs and 
WUE. The percentage of increase in the rate of transpiration is dependent on severity and duration of stress. When 
compared to controlled plants, the treated have shown less transpiration rate. Among the treated PRG58 has shown 
the less decrease in E. 
Water use efficiency (WUE) indicated the performance of crop growing under environmental constraints. At the leaf 
level, it is the rate of photosynthesis rate to transpiration rate. A variety of changes during water stress depends on 
relative increase in stomatal mesophyll resistance. WUE has significantly decreased in treated plants than the 
controlled. In The present study PRG58 has shown less decrease in WUE than other cultivars. 
A decrease in gs and PN content without corresponding decline in Ci has usually been interpreted as non stomatal 
effect on water stress on photosynthesis (Basu 2004 et al.,). As PRG58 has shown decrease in PN, gs, and E and lower 
Ci and higher WUE when compared to other drought induced cultivars.   
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